What CAHAN Alerts Will Look Like: Standard

Email

This message was sent with high importance:

From: California Health Alert Network <conf-1303597921@overbridge.net>
To: [Name], Klete (CDH-OIC)
Cc: 
Subject: Emergency Alert: Action Required - Earthquake

Please click here to acknowledge receipt of this message

At 11:45 am, a 7.2 earthquake occurred just off the coast of Daly City. Roads and bridges have been seriously affected. A tsunami warning is in effect for the next hour (until 12:45 pm).

Additional information can be found at the link below.
http://www.cdph.ca.gov/dalyceitequaked/updates

Text Message

S: Emergency Alert: Action Required - Earthquake
7.2 earthquake in the Bay Area. See email for more information. To confirm: reply with YES and send.

Standard alerts may or may not require confirmation. If they do, it will appear at the beginning of an email or the end of a text message.
What CAHAN Alerts Will Look Like: Polling

Polling alerts allow you to respond to an alert with one of the options given. The HAN coordinator who sends the alert sets these options.
How to Respond to Alerts: Standard

Email

For alerts that require confirmation, click the email link or respond “YES” to your text message. You will not receive any more messages from this alert once you confirm.

Text Message

For alerts that require confirmation, click the email link or respond “YES” to your text message. You will not receive any more messages from this alert once you confirm.
How to Respond to Alerts: Polling

Email

For polling alerts, click your choice or respond to your text message with the number matching your choice. You will not receive any more messages from this alert once you confirm.